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SUMMARY

Deciphering how brains generate behavior depends
critically on an accurate description of behavior. If
distinct behaviors are lumped together, separate
modes of brain activity can be wrongly attributed to
the same behavior. Alternatively, if a single behavior
is split into two, the same neural activity can appear
to produce different behaviors. Here, we address
this issue in the context of acoustic communication
in Drosophila. During courtship, males vibrate their
wings to generate time-varying songs, and females
evaluate songs to inform mating decisions. For 50
years, Drosophila melanogaster song was thought
to consist of only two modes, sine and pulse, but us-
ing unsupervised classification methods on large da-
tasets of song recordings, we now establish the exis-
tence of at least three songmodes: two distinct pulse
types, along with a single sine mode. We show how
this seemingly subtle distinction affects our interpre-
tationof themechanismsunderlying songproduction
and perception. Specifically, we show that visual
feedback influences the probability of producing
each songmode and that male songmode choice af-
fects female responses and contributes to modu-
lating his song amplitude with distance. At the neural
level, we demonstrate how the activity of four sepa-
rate neuron typeswithin the fly’s songpathwaydiffer-
entially affects the probability of producing each
song mode. Our results highlight the importance of
carefully segmenting behavior to map the underlying
sensory, neural, and genetic mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

A central aim of systems neuroscience is to combine neural

activation, silencing, and recording techniques to causally link
2400 Current Biology 28, 2400–2412, August 6, 2018 ª 2018 The Aut
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particular neurons and circuits to behavior and to show how ac-

tivity patterns within these neurons relate to behavioral activity.

Computational methods (e.g., [1–3]) are facilitating the auto-

mated detection and classification of behaviors to drive these

studies forward, particularly in genetic model systems, such as

worms, flies, and mice [4, 5]. But solving the neural basis for

behavior requires the appropriate temporal and spatial parsing

of behaviors in order to generate meaningful connections with

the neural and muscle activity patterns that drive them [6].

A comprehensive classification may reveal that a seemingly var-

iable behavior is in fact a mixture of distinct and stereotyped

behavioral modes, each with its own neural basis and evolu-

tionary trajectory. Failing to discriminate distinct behavioral

modes will make the underlying brain activity appear noisy or

redundant, because distinct activity patterns will appear to pro-

duce a single behavior. Here, we apply unsupervised analysis

techniques to examine a behavior that has been studied for

more than 50 years [7]—the courtship song produced by males

of the species Drosophila melanogaster.

During courtship, D. melanogastermales vibrate their wings to

produce an acoustic signal to convince the female that he is a

suitable mating partner. Manual inspection of song recordings

has identified two distinct songmodes: sine song,which consists

of a sustained sinusoidal oscillation, and pulse song, which com-

prises trains of short impulses [7, 8]. Based on this observation,

automated methods were developed to effectively detect and

segment these two modes of song [9], and using this software,

large datasets have been analyzed to link both genes and neural

activity with song patterns [10–14]. However, the claim that song

comprises only two modes has never been tested using statisti-

cal methods, leaving open the possibility that more than two

modes exist (as has been indicated for other Drosophila species,

including D. simulans and D. mauritiana [15]).

Whether D. melanogaster produces additional song modes

has important consequences for the study of the neural basis

of behavior. For instance, previously described neural circuits

for song production might be incomplete if they only explain

the production of a subset of song modes. In addition, the

arrangement of song modes into bouts depends on dynamic

sensory feedback from the female: males bias toward singing
hors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Drosophila melanogaster Courtship Song Comprises Three, Not Two, Modes

(A) During courtship, the male chases the female and produces a courtship song through unilateral wing vibrations. Shown are male (gray) and female (magenta)

traces during courtship. Song recording (right) with background noise (gray) and signals (black) from a wild-type D. melanogaster male is shown.

(B) Non-overlapping signal chunks (25 ms duration) were extracted (top) and then normalized (middle) to scale all signals to the same peak amplitude and to flip

the sign of signal waveforms such that the largest peak prior to the pulse center is always positive. Variation in signal amplitude or sign could be due to the male’s

position relative to the microphone. Here, we show a random subset of 86 out of all 21,104 chunks. After clustering, signals produced by males during courtship

fall into four classes: non-song noises (gray), sine (blue), Pslow (red), and Pfast (orange).

(legend continued on next page)
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more pulse songwhenmoving fast or further from the female [10]

and also modulate the amplitude of their pulses with distance to

the female [11]. This patterning strategy also has an impact on

female behavior [12]. Elaborating the song modes of Drosophila

melanogaster therefore has implications for studies of how sen-

sory information is integrated into or modulates the motor cir-

cuits that generate song.

By analyzing a large dataset of song recordings with unsuper-

vised classificationmethods, we here show thatD.melanogaster

produces two distinct types of pulses in addition to sine song—

one pulse type with relatively low frequency and amore symmet-

rical shape and one pulse type with relatively faster frequency

and asymmetrical shape, which we term Pslow and Pfast, respec-

tively. We then show how the discovery of two distinct pulse

modes affects our interpretation of (1) the evolution of pulse

song, (2) the sensory cues controlling pulse song amplitude,

and (3) the neuronal basis of pulse song production. By exam-

ining pulse structure in D. melanogaster’s close relatives

D. simulans, D. mauritiana, and D. sechellia, we find that the

distinction between Pslow and Pfast is common to three of these

species, although D. sechellia only produces Pslow. We also

show that Pfast is much louder than Pslow and produced more

frequently when the male is far away from the female. The choice

between these two pulse types is thus part of the male strategy

to sing louder when the female is distant [11]. Additionally, we

show that the activity of identified song pathway premotor and

motor neurons [14, 16] affects the choice between different

song modes. Lastly, we demonstrate that the two pulse types

differentially affect female behavior, suggesting these communi-

cation signals have different meanings for the female. Overall,

our results illustrate how correct segmentation of behavior is

important for understanding the evolutionary, sensory, and neu-

ral drivers of behavior.

RESULTS

Drosophila melanogaster Courtship Song Comprises at
Least Three, Not Two, Distinct Song Modes
To determine how many song modes Drosophila melanogaster

males produce, we clustered 25-ms waveforms of previously
(C) We reduced the dimensionality of 21,104 waveforms from 47 individual male

embedding (tSNE), and the resulting two-dimensional distribution (density color c

This yielded seven clusters, which upon inspection of the waveforms, correspond

(two clusters) and Pfast (see text labels). Thick white lines mark the main mode

submodes within each main mode.

(D) Hierarchical clustering of the average waveform for each watershed cluster (ce

Horizontal distance in the tree (left) corresponds to the dissimilarity between clu

cluster. The waveforms corresponding to non-song noises (gray) are highly hete

aligned. Three sine song clusters (blue) mainly differ in frequency and constitute a

Pslow clusters (red) differ only in their asymmetry, with more weight on either the n

Pfast (orange) joins all fast and biphasic pulses.

(E) Similarity between all pulse waveforms (left) or all sine waveforms (right) obt

correlating all pulse or sine waveforms with the centroids for one of the clusters

strongly depend onwhich of the clusters was chosen as a template for correlation.

overlap and have high correlation values with the centroid, indicating that they be

Pslow centroid symmetrically distributed around 0, indicating very low similarity w

mode. By contrast, the distribution for all three sine song clusters (right) is skewed

constitutes a single song mode.

See also Figure S1.
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collected raw song recordings [10]. We first classified each sam-

ple as signal or noise based on signal amplitudes that exceeded

background noise (33% of the waveforms passed this criterion);

no other constraints on waveform shape were imposed (Fig-

ure 1A; see STAR Methods for details). We then aligned

the signal samples to their peak energy, normalized them to

correct for differences in waveform amplitude (induced by

variations in the intensity of male singing or his position relative

to the microphone), and adjusted their sign so that the waveform

was positive immediately preceding the peak (this was done

becausewaveform inversions aremost likely caused by changes

in male position relative to the microphone) (Figure 1B). The re-

sulting set of �20,000 normalized signals from 47 wild-type

males of the strain NM91 contained courtship song as well as

non-song noises originating from grooming, jumping, or other

behaviors.

To facilitate the classification and the visualization of thewave-

forms, we reduced the dimensionality of the dataset using

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) [2, 17].

The tSNEmethod is a nonlinear dimensionality reductionmethod

that preserves local similarity structure in a dataset and is there-

fore particularly suited for classification. We clustered the low-

dimensional representation of our signals in two steps. First,

we partitioned the signal distribution along local minima using

the watershed algorithm (Figure 1C). This procedure initially

yielded seven clusters, which represent an over-partitioning of

the waveform space, because it cuts the signal space along rela-

tively weak local minima and thereby assigns similar waveforms

to different clusters. We therefore employed a second hierarchi-

cal clustering step to consolidate the watershed clusters based

on the similarity of their centroids (Figure 1D), and we chose the

number of modes based on the similarity of the waveforms in the

watershed clusters (Figure 1E). This resulted in four distinct

signal modes (Figure 1D): (1) A ‘‘noise’’ mode lumps all signals

that lack common structure across exemplars. (2) A ‘‘sine’’

mode joins three clusters that contain waveforms with sustained

oscillations that tile a continuum of carrier frequencies between

120 and 180 Hz (Figure S1A). The three sine clusters all contain

similar waveforms as indicated by the strongly overlapping and

high correlation values (Figure 1E, right). This justifies them being
s of the D. melanogaster strain NM91 using t-distributed stochastic neighbor

oded; see color bar) of signals was partitioned using the watershed algorithm.

to noise, sine song (three clusters), and two distinct pulse song modes—Pslow

boundaries after cluster consolidation (see D), and thin white lines mark the

ntroids, thick black lines) supports the grouping of clusters into 4 main modes.

ster centroids. Thin colored lines (right) show individual waveforms for each

rogeneous and have in common only the peak in energy to which they were

continuum of waveforms. Note the second sine cluster is heterogeneous. Two

egative lobe leading (bottom) or lagging (top) relative to the main positive peak.

ained from the watershed clustering (Figure 1C). Similarity was computed by

(the waveform used for correlation is thicker in the inset). Distributions do not

The distribution for the pulse clusters is bimodal: the two Pslow clusters strongly

long to a single song mode. The Pfast pulses exhibit projection values onto the

ith the Pslow pulses and supporting its classification into a distinct pulse song

toward high values, and all three distributions overlap, indicating that sine song



merged into a single sine song mode by the hierarchical cluster

algorithm. (3) A ‘‘pulse’’ mode with relatively slow (200–250 Hz)

and symmetrical waveforms connects two very similar clusters

with either a stronger leading or lagging lobe. These two clusters

form a single pulse mode, because the waveforms are highly

correlated (see Figure 1E, left), and they are thus joined by the hi-

erarchical cluster algorithm. (4) A second ‘‘pulse’’ mode that, in

contrast to the previous one, is biphasic (asymmetric) with faster

oscillations (250–400 Hz). This pulse mode is highly dissimilar

with the previous pulse mode (correlation values centered

around zero; Figure 1E, left), indicating that it forms a distinct

pulse mode. We term the two pulse modes ‘‘Pslow’’ and ‘‘Pfast,’’

according to their frequencies. Note that, whereas there is

considerable variability within each song mode, the modes are

clearly distinct from each other.

To facilitate analyses of the production, perception, and evo-

lution of these two pulse types within Drosophila, we developed

a simpler and more efficient pulse type classifier. The method

takes as input pulses detected from an automatic song seg-

menter [9, 10]—which can detect both pulse types with high

speed and reliability (detection rates: 78% for all pulses; Fig-

ure S1B; 80% for Pslow; 77% for Pfast)—and then classifies re-

turned pulses based on their similarity with templates derived

from the tSNE analysis pipeline (Figures 2A and S1C; see

STAR Methods for details). This classifier reliably and efficiently

reproduces the classification from the full analysis pipeline into

the slow, symmetrical Pslow and the fast, asymmetrical Pfast in

all individual males of eight geographically diverse wild-type

strains, suggesting that the existence of two pulse types is com-

mon across isolates of Drosophila melanogaster (Figures 2B,

S1D, S2A, and S2B).

We next ran several control analyses to ensure that the two

pulse types were not data recording or analysis artifacts. First,

we were able to recover both pulse types when using hand-

segmented pulses (Figure S2E), when using linear as opposed

to nonlinear dimensionality reduction (principal-component

analysis instead of tSNE; Figure 2C), when omitting dimension-

ality reduction altogether (Figure S2F, left), and also when

omitting parts of the normalization procedure (Figure S2G),

demonstrating that our finding does not crucially depend on

the details of our analysis pipeline. In addition, the existence of

two pulse types could be due to the male changing his position

relative to the directional microphones used to record song.

However, when we induced singing via thermogenetic activation

of P1 song pathway neurons in a tethered male walking on a

spherical treadmill [11]—thereby fixing his position relative to

the microphone—we still observed both pulse types (Figure 2D).

Lastly, we examined the fly’s pose during singing and found that

the two pulse types are associated with distinct, largely unilat-

eral, wing positions (Figures 2E and 2F): Pslow is produced with

one wing more fully extended (ca. 60�) and Pfast is produced

most often with one wing only weakly extended (ca. 20�).
Together, these analyses demonstrate that the Pslow and Pfast

are separate songmodes, likely to be produced by separate mo-

tor programs.

For all three song modes, we observed that the secondary

wing was minimally extended to angles <10degrees (Figure 2F).

To determine whether the secondary wing contributes to

song production, we recorded song from courting males
that had one wing cut (either left or right). As expected, these

males showed a reduction of singing to �50% of intact

males (Figure S3A). Whereas these males still produced both

pulse types, the individuality of these pulses (how similar a

given male’s pulses were to the population average) was

strongly reduced (Figures S3B and S3C). This suggests that

the existence of two wings increases the individuality of

pulse shapes produced by males, and hence, the function of

the secondary wing may be to make the pulse shape more idio-

syncratic. We do not know whether the female is sensitive to

these small changes in pulse shape. However, we observed

no strong effect of cutting one wing on pulse variability

(Figure S3D).

How do the two pulse types—Pfast and Pslow—in Drosophila

melanogaster compare to the pulse types produced in other

species [15]? We applied our analysis pipeline to song data

from three closely related species: Drosophila simulans;

Drosophila mauritiana; and Drosophila sechellia (Figure 2G).

Although D. simulans and D. mauritiana have been shown pre-

viously to produce two pulse types [15], little is published about

the pulse shape of D. sechellia [19, 20]. Because the pulses in

D. simulans and D. mauritiana are about twice as fast as

D. melanogaster, we adapted the automated song segmenta-

tion and pulse normalization procedure to reliably detect and

classify pulses in these related species (see STAR Methods

for details; Figure S1B). Similar to D. melanogaster, pulses

reproducibly clustered into two major pulse types for all strains

of D. simulans and D. mauritiana examined (Figure 2H). One

cluster contains slow, symmetrical pulses and the other

faster, asymmetrical pulses (Figures 2H–2J, S2A, S2B, and

S2D). D. melanogaster pulses are distinguishable from

D. simulans and D. mauritiana pulses only by frequency: Pslow

and Pfast are shifted from �220 to �470 Hz and from

�350 Hz to 670 Hz with only small differences between

D. simulans and D. mauritiana (Figures 2I and 2J). D. sechelia

produced only a single, symmetrical pulse type that resem-

bles Pslow and is of slightly lower frequency than Pslow in

D. melanogaster (Figures 2H, 2I, S2A, and S2D). That our anal-

ysis does not always classify pulses into two types validates our

approach. Note that our failure to find Pfast in D. sechellia is not

proof of its non-existence—the species could produce Pfast un-

der different experimental conditions. This result also shows

how false classification can lead to false estimates of the

magnitude of evolutionary changes in pulse shapes: when

comparing the pulse frequencies in D. sechellia and

D. melanogaster, disregarding the distinction between Pfast

and Pslow, the difference appears >100% higher than when do-

ing the correct comparison of D. sechellia pulses with Pslow in

D. melanogaster (Figure S2H). The phylogenetic pattern of

pulse shapes in the four species suggests the following hypoth-

esis about the evolution of pulse shape in the melanogaster

species group: D. simulans and D. mauritiana increased the

speed with which two ancestral motor primitives—one for

each pulse type—were executed. D. sechellia has lost Pfast

without significant change to the frequency of Pslow. Further

studies are necessary to test these hypotheses. In the sections

below, we investigate how the existence of two distinct pulse

modes affects our understanding of courtship song patterning

and perception in D. melanogaster.
Current Biology 28, 2400–2412, August 6, 2018 2403
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Figure 2. Song Pulses Can Be Separated into Pfast and Pslow across Strains and Species, and Each Corresponds to a Distinct Wing Pose

(A) Two-dimensional tSNE of all pulses detected by the automated segmenter reveals a clear separation of the detected pulses into Pslow (red) and Pfast (orange).

Shown are 71,029 pulses from 47 males of the D. melanogaster strain NM91. Black waveforms correspond to the average waveform of all pulses classified as

Pslow (top) or Pfast (bottom), respectively.

(B) Average waveforms (top) and spectra (bottom) of Pfast and Pslow for all eight D. melanogaster strains investigated (see STAR Methods for strain names).

(C) The Pfast versus Pslow distinction is evident upon inspection of individual pulses (top). Shown are 32 randomly selected, normalized pulses from NM91 males.

Both pulse types are also separable using a linear dimensionality reduction technique—PCA (bottom). Plotted is the distribution of projection values of all 71,029

NM91 pulses onto the first principal component, which captures 55% of the variance. Pulses (top) and projection values (bottom) are colored by the pulse type

they were classified as (see legend).

(D) Pulses driven by thermogenetic activation of P1 neurons [16] in either solitary males (purple), males courting a female (green), or males tethered andwalking on

a ball (pink). Flies on the ball experienced open-loop visual stimulation matching the natural statistics of female motion on the male retina during courtship [11]. In

all three conditions, both pulse types occur, though with varying probability (left). Pulse shapes for Pslow (top right) and Pfast (bottom right) are nearly indistin-

guishable for all three conditions. Number of flies (pulses) is 10 (107,710) for solitary males, 11 (138,311) for males with female, and 34 (176,526) for tethered

males.

(E) Pose of flies during the production of sine, Pslow, and Pfast. Shown is the average, mean subtracted frame at the time of the peak amplitude of sine and pulses,

respectively (100 Hz frame rate; 25 px/mm). Frames were oriented such that the male faces rightward and flipped such that maximally extended wing is up. Both

sine (left) and Pslow (middle) are produced with a strongly extended wing and Pfast (right) is produced with the wing held closer to the body. See legend for

color map.

(F) Polar histograms of the angle of the maximally (top) and minimally (bottom) extended wing during sine (blue), Pslow (red), and Pfast (orange) production.

Distribution of the maximal wing angles for sine and Pslow are similar (50�–70�). The distribution of Pfast angles has a main mode at 5�–30� and a smaller second

mode overlapping with the angles observed for sine and Pslow. Minimal wing angles (bottom) overlap for all three song modes. Data in (E) and (F) are as follows:

99,181 ms sine, 56,386 Pslow pulses, and 47,241 Pfast pulses from 42 individuals of the D. melanogaster strain NM91.

(G) Phylogenetic tree for the four melanogaster species used (reproduced from [18]). The species that produce Pfast are highlighted in bold font.

(H) Average pulse waveforms for all strains analyzed, colored by species (see legend). Each strain of each species produces a slower symmetrical (Pslow, top)

pulse type, and all species but D. sechellia produce a faster asymmetrical pulse (Pfast, bottom) type.

(I and J) Pulse frequency (I) and symmetry (J) for the pulse waveforms in (H) by pulse type. D. simulans and D. mauritiana pulses are faster than those of

D. melanogaster. D. sechellia produces slower Pslow pulses than D. melanogaster and no Pfast. For N flies and pulses, see Figure S2A.

See also Figures S2 and S3.
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Pulse Type Choice Contributes to the Modulation of
Song Amplitude with Distance
Males structure their songs into bouts composed of trains of

sines and pulses [9], with the choice to sing either sine or pulse

biased by sensory feedback from the female [10]. How does

classifying song into three modes affect our understanding of

how song is patterned by feedback cues? We found that males

do not continually switch between Pfast and Pslow but compose

pulse trains of one type or the other more frequently than ex-

pected by chance (Figures 3A and 3B). By employing general-

ized linear models [10, 21] to predict pulse type from sensory

and movement features (see STAR Methods), we found that

the distance between the male and female was the strongest

predictor of pulse type (Figures 3C and S3E). Males from eight

different wild-type strains consistently bias toward producing

Pfast at larger distances from the female (Figure 3D). In addition,

we observed that blind males (but not deaf or pheromone-insen-

sitivemales) produce a significantly higher fraction of Pfast pulses

(Figure 3E), indicating that vision plays a role in the choice be-

tween Pslow and Pfast. This builds on previous work that demon-

strated males produce sine song when close to the female [10];

we now see that males continually bias toward modes with

faster—and higher intensity—wingmovements, as their distance

from the female increases (Figure 3F). We tested each pulse

mode for evidence of amplitude modulation with distance [11]

and found that, although Pfast amplitude increases with distance

(males ratchet up Pfast amplitude as they get farther from the fe-

male without changing pulse shape; Figures S3F and S3G), Pslow

amplitude modulation was comparatively weak (Figure 3G).

Taken together, these data suggest a reinterpretation of previous

work on amplitude modulation [11]: the behavior is driven by at

least two processes—the binary choice to sing the softer or

the louder pulse type (Pslow versus Pfast) coupled with continuous

modulation of Pfast amplitude.

Individual Cell Types within the Song Pathway Modulate
the Choice between Song Modes
Above, we showed that males select between pulse types based

on sensory feedback (Figures 3C and 3D) and that these two

pulse types correspond to different wing poses (Figure 2E).

This suggests that neurons within the fly’s song pathway can

bias the motor output toward one of the three song modes. To

test this hypothesis, we focused on four previously characterized

Fruitless+ neurons implicated in driving wing extension and/or

generating pulse song (Figures 4A and S4B): P1, a cluster of

�20 central brain neurons per hemibrain [24, 25]; pIP10, a pair

of neurons that descend from the brain to the ventral nerve

cord (VNC) [16]; vPR6, a set of �5 thoracic interneurons per

side [16]; and ps1, a wing muscle motor neuron in the VNC

[14]. Previous work indicates that P1, pIP10, and vPR6 constitute

a connected pathway from the brain to the wing motor neuropil

of the VNC [16].

P1, pIP10, or vPR6 neural activation results in song produc-

tion, even in the absence of a female [11, 16]. P1 neurons are

known to be involved not only in song production but also in

the integration of pheromonal and visual signals from the female

[25–28], the production of aggressive behaviors [23], and overall

mating drive [29]. We reasoned that, when males are close to fe-

males, the pheromonal and visual cues provided by the female
would be particularly strong and hence P1 activity should be

elevated. Because males bias toward both sine song and Pslow

production when close to the female [10] (Figure 3D), optogeneti-

cally activating P1 neurons should preferentially drive either sine

or Pslow, but not Pfast, even in the absence of a female. pIP10 and

vPR6 neurons, via connections to P1 [16], might therefore exert

similar effects on song patterning.

To investigate how the activation of P1 and pIP10 affects the

probability of producing the three different song modes, we

used csChrimson [30] to optogenetically stimulate each neuron

type in solitary males. We chose a light-emitting diode (LED)

stimulation protocol that allowed us to vary the duty cycle (DC)

between 0.1 and 0.9 during three-second-long trials, thereby

leaving either very long pauses (DC = 0.1 corresponds to a pause

of 2,700 ms) or very short pauses (DC = 0.9 corresponds to a

pause of 300 ms) between subsequent stimulations—in other

words, short DCs correspond to weaker stimulation and long

DCs to stronger stimulation. Consistent with the idea that P1

encodes female proximity, males produced mainly sine song

during P1 activation, and both Pfast and Pslow were largely sup-

pressed (Figures 4B1, 4B2, 4C1, and 4C2). We observed this ef-

fect for two genetic drivers that target P1 neurons: R71G01 [22]

and a split GAL4 driver termed P1a that is the intersection of

R71G01 with a second driver [23] (Figure S4B). Interestingly,

for P1a, sine song was only dominant for DCs < 0.8; at higher

DCs, pulse song was more dominant, suggesting that sine pro-

duction requires a pause in P1a activity (Figures S4A2 and

4C2). Pfast and Pslow probabilities exhibited similar dynamics

for both P1 drivers (Figures 4B1, 4B2, S4A1, and S4A2), suggest-

ing that P1 mainly biases the choice between sine and pulse

song, affecting the balance between Pfast and Pslow relatively lit-

tle. Moreover, P1 activation did not affect the waveform shape of

either Pfast or Pslow, only the probability of producing pulses (Fig-

ures S4C and S4D).

pIP10 is a descending neuron thought to be postsynaptic to

P1 [16]. However, we found that pIP10 does not simply relay

P1 activity, because Pfast, and not sine song, was the dominant

mode produced during optogenetic activation (Figures 4B3

and 4C3). Sine became the dominant song mode only after stim-

ulation ended and only if the pauses between stimulation were

sufficiently long (DCs % 0.9). Consistent with these results, we

also found that pIP10 inactivation (using either Kir2.1 [31] or

TNT [32]) during courtship with a female decreased Pfast produc-

tion (Figure 4E). We found that the probability of producing Pslow

was largely independent of optogenetic stimulus duration,

whereas the opposite was true for Pfast: for short DCs (<0.6),

we observed high peak probabilities, intermediate DCs (0.6–

0.8) produced an onset transient with reduced steady-state

levels, and at the longest DCs, Pfast levels were relatively con-

stant throughout the stimulation period and resembled those of

Pslow (Figures 4B3 and S4A3).

vPR6 is a thoracic local neuron thought to be postsynaptic to

pIP10—constitutive thermogenetic activation of vPR6 is known

to modulate the inter-pulse interval of pulse trains and so this

neuron was proposed to be part of the central pattern generator

for pulse song (Figure 4B4) [16]. We found that optogenetic acti-

vation of vPR6 drives only pulses (and no sine) and that Pfast and

Pslow production dominate early and late during stimulation,

respectively (Figure 4C4). Thus, this neuron affects the choice
Current Biology 28, 2400–2412, August 6, 2018 2405
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Figure 3. The Choice between Pslow and Pfast Is Driven by Sensory Feedback

(A) When starting a pulse train with one pulse type, males continue to sing that type more than expected by chance. To estimate chance level, the sequence of

pulse types was randomly permuted (shuffled) for each fly. Mean ± SEM across 8 D. melanogaster strains is shown.

(B) The persistence observed in (A) leads to more pulse trains containing only one pulse type than would be expected by chance (original: 0.42 ± 0.11; shuffled:

0.10 ± 0.07; p = 1.73 10�29; rank sum test). Thin lines show the probability, for several individuals, of observing unmixed pulse trains with at least 3 pulses using

original (left) and shuffled (right) pulse labels. The thick black line corresponds to the average over all flies.

(C) Relative power of different sensory cues for predicting the choice between pulse types (Pslow versus Pfast) from different sensory features (see STARMethods

for details). Distance (Dis) is most predictive of pulse choice. Each dot corresponds to the performance obtained for a fit to a subset (80%) of the data. Ab-

breviations for the sensory cues tested are defined in the pictogram: Ang1, angle between female forward velocity and male position; Ang2, angle between male

forward velocity and female position; Dis, distance; fFV, female forward velocity; fLS, female lateral speed; fRS, female rotational speed; mFV, male forward

velocity; mLS, male lateral speed; mRS, male rotational velocity.

(D) Fraction of Pslow out of all pulses produced as a function of distance. Flies bias toward Pslow when close to the female (r2 = 0.92; p = 1.0 3 10�9). Thin lines

correspond to individual D. melanogaster strains, and the thick shaded line depicts mean ± SEM.

(E) Fraction of Pslow in flies with different sensory manipulations. Blind flies, but not pheromone-insensitive (PI) or deaf flies, produce more Pfast, indicating that

distance estimation requires visual cues. N flies indicated in parentheses and p values are from a two-tailed t test. Numbers of flies (pulses) are 34 (58,099) for

WT1, 32 (56,176) for blind flies, 25 (99,718) for PI flies, 47 (71,029) for WT2, and 33 (47,059) for deaf flies.

(F) A songmode’s carrier frequency strongly correlates with its amplitude (r2 = 0.86; p = 23 10�51). Dots correspond to themean carrier frequency and amplitude

(peak to peak) of sine (blue), Pslow (red), or Pfast (orange) from 47 males (71,029 pulses) of the D. melanogaster strain NM91. Grey lines connect song modes of

individuals; thick black line is the result of linear regression.

(G) Pfast (orange) is louder than Pslow (red) at all distances and is the only pulse type that is amplitude modulated (Pfast: r
2 = 0.86, p = 1.1 3 10�7; Pslow r2 = 0.03,

p = 0.5; mean ± SEM across 8 D. melanogaster strains).

Analyses in (A)–(D) and (G) based on 315 flies (330,759 pulses) from 8 wild-type strains (see Figure S2A for details). See also Figure S3.
between Pfast and Pslow—weak stimulation drives Pfast, but stron-

ger stimulation can drive Pslow.

Our results with P1, pIP10, and vPR6 activation reveal com-

plex dynamics in the neural circuits driving song production.
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For activation of all three cell types, we observed that stimulus

history (and thereby the history of song produced) has a strong

impact on the song types elicited by optogenetic activation (Fig-

ures 4B and S4A). Although optogenetic activation of all three
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Figure 4. The Activity of Song Pathway Neurons Modulates the Choice between Song Modes

(A) Schematic of four elements of the putative song pathway [14, 16] manipulated in this study. The total number of neurons per hemisphere is indicated in

parentheses. P1 neurons are activated by female cues and are local to the brain. We used two separate drivers to label P1 neurons (R71G01 [22] and P1a

[23]—see pictogram in Figure S4B for more information on which neurons are labeled by these drivers). pIP10 is a descending neuron. vPR6 is a VNC local neuron

[16]. ps1 is a motor neuron that innervates the ps1 wing muscle [14].

(B1–4) Population average song probability for production of sine song (blue), Pslow (red), or Pfast (orange) upon optogenetic activation of P1 (R71G01; B1), P1

(P1a; B2), pIP10 (B3), and vPR6 (B4). The trials lasted 3 s with the LED being activated (shaded gray area) for 300 ms (duty cycle [DC] 0.1) and 2,700 ms (DC 0.9).

Shown are data for three out of nine DCs tested (see Figure S4A for the full dataset).

(C1–3) The dominant song mode (color coded; see legend in A) as a function of time for all nine LED DCs tested. Vertical black lines indicate the duration of the

stimulation. When the LED is on, P1 (R71G01; C1) and P1 (P1a; C2) stimulation strongly drives sine song production, and pIP10 (C3) drives mainly Pfast (orange).

Sine song is produced after LED stimulation ends. vPR6 activation only drives pulse song, with Pfast and Pslow being dominant during early and late phases,

respectively.

(D1–4) Latency to peak probability for sine (blue), Pslow (red), and Pfast (orange) for all nine DCs tested (p values in the plot are the result of two-tailedWilcoxon rank

sum tests between all pairs, corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method). pIP10 activation consistently drives Pfast with shorter latency than

Pslow (D3). There is no such consistent difference in latency between pulse types for P1 (R71G01; D1) and P1a (D2) activation. There are no consistent differences in

latencies for vPR6 (D4) activation. Analyses in (B)–(D) are based on 49,955 pulses from 5 flies for P1 (R71G01), 13,364 pulses from 4 flies for P1 (P1a), 30,270

pulses from 5 flies for pIP10, and 4,516 pulses from 8 flies for vPR6, 30 trials per fly and DC.

(E) Pslow fraction produced by males courting a female when pIP10 is inactivated (gray, using TNT or Kir2.1) and in control flies (blue). pIP10 inactivation during

courtship leads to significantly more Pslow (ANOVA [p = 6 3 10�17] followed by a Tukey-Kramer post hoc test; p value is corrected for multiple comparisons).

Number of flies for each genotype is given in parentheses. Number of flies (pulses) are 18 (147,261) for pIP10-control, 13 (270,997) for control-Kir, 16 (309,723) for

control-TNT, 15 (339,398) for pIP10-Kir, and 16 (386,819) for pIP10-TNT.

(F) Fraction of Pslow pulses out of all pulses produced as a function of distance to the female in ps1-control flies (purple, inactive TNT expressed in the ps1 motor

neuron) and ps1-inactivated flies (gray, functional TNT expressed in ps1). Shaded lines indicate mean ± SEM across flies. The magnitude of the modulation of

pulse choice with distance is strongly reduced upon ps1 inactivation (ps1-control: r2 = 0.92, p = 3 3 10�5; ps1-TNT: r2 = 0.72, p = 7 3 10�7).

(legend continued on next page)
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cell types affected male speed (Figure S4A), we observed no

fixed relationship between male speed and song choice among

the three cell types examined here, suggesting that the song dy-

namics induced by optogenetic activation cannot be explained

as an indirect effect of changes in male speed alone.

Finally, we investigated the activity of a song pathway motor

neuron implicated in regulating both the amplitude and carrier

frequency of song pulses [14]. This effect is consistent with

ps1 being involved in Pfast production, because Pfast is the louder

and faster of the two pulse types. Because activation of ps1

alone does not generate song, we instead silenced ps1 using

tetanus toxin (TNT) and paired males with females to determine

the effect of ps1 silencing on song production. We found that

males with ps1 neurons inactivated still produce both pulse

types, with no deficit in the shape of either Pslow or Pfast (Figure 4I)

and only a subtle effect on the frequency of Pslow pulses (Figures

S4E and S4F). Instead, silencing ps1 strongly affects the switch-

ing between Pslow and Pfast with distance (Figure 4F) and thereby

reduces the amount of Pfast pulses being produced (Figure 4G):

wild-type flies bias away from Pslow with increasing distance, but

ps1 inactivated flies continue to sing Pslow evenwhen far from the

female. ps1 inactivation also reduces the amplitude of both pulse

types, demonstrating that it has additional functions beyond

pulse choice (Figure 4H). This implies that, although ps1 is not

strictly necessary for Pfast production—�10% of pulses are still

of the Pfast type and indistinguishable from wild-type Pfast pulses

(Figures 4I, S4E, and S4F)—this motor neuron contributes to the

choice between pulse types and thereby the overall structure of

male song.

Female Song Responses Depend on Pulse Type Choice
in Males
Up to now, we have shown that the distinction between Pfast and

Pslow is functionally significant for the male, for instance, as a

strategy to efficiently produce pulse song at different amplitudes

(Figures 3F and 3G). That is, it may be energetically more efficient

for the male to produce Pfast at high amplitudes. Under this sce-

nario, two pulse types could evolve without having different

effects on the female, and experimentally discriminating the

two pulse types would still be important for our understanding

of song evolution (Figures 2G–2J) and of the role of particular

neuron types in patterning song (Figures 3 and 4). However, in-

dependent of their function for the male, the two pulse types

could also serve as distinct signals to the female. We hence

examined whether females respond differentially to Pfast and

Pslow and whether regular male song mode choice—e.g., pro-

ducing more Pslow when close to the female (Figure 3D)—influ-

ences mating success.

Previous studies have shown that sine and pulse song are

correlated with a reduction of locomotor speed in sexually

receptive females and that this correlation depends on fe-
(G) Pslow fraction in ps1-TNT flies (gray) and ps1-control flies (purple). ps1 inac

Wilcoxon rank sum test).

(H) Rawmicrophone amplitude of Pslow (left) and Pfast (right) pulses in ps1-TNT (gra

pulse types (p = 2 3 10�4 for Pslow and 0.02 for Pfast; two-tailed Wilcoxon rank s

(I) Shapes of Pslow (top) and Pfast (bottom) pulses in ps1-ctrl (purple) and ps1-TNT

(F)–(I): 23,636 pulses from 7 control flies and 14,417 pulses from 18 experimenta

See also Figure S4.
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males being able to hear the male song [10, 12]. We examined

female locomotor speed relative to the amount of each song

mode the male produced. We used time windows of 30 s to

investigate this correlation, because previous work demon-

strated that females integrate across song bouts [12]. When

examined across all distances, Pslow and sine are negatively

correlated with female speed (Figures 5A and 5B), and there

is no correlation between Pfast and female speed (Figure 5C).

However, males choose between pulse types in a context-

dependent manner (Figure 3D)—distance-dependent female

responses would indicate that females discriminate between

pulse types and between the context in which they are pro-

duced. Indeed, when examining correlations relative to male-

female distance, we found that all three song modes have

the potential to slow females (Figure 5D). Pslow and sine

were correlated with reductions in female speed across a

wide range of distances, whereas Pfast was correlated with a

reduction in female speed only when males were far away

from females (and then only weakly). All three modes were

correlated with increases in female speed when produced

very close to the female.

If females are sensitive to the ‘‘correct’’ song mode choice,

then experimental disruption of the male song pattern during

courtship should result in a less attractive song and conse-

quently reduced copulation. Males with inhibited pIP10 or ps1

still sing abundantly but produce either less Pfast or do not effec-

tively switch between pulse types based on distance (Figures

4E–4G; see figure legends for number of pulses produced); we

found that these males also copulated less with wild-type fe-

males (Figures 5E and 5F). Likewise, optogenetic activation of

pIP10 in males during courtship abrogates distance-dependent

pulse choice (Figure S5A) and disrupts songmode choice in gen-

eral (Figure S5B). The resulting songwas unattractive to females:

relative to controls for this genotype, both pulse types are now

correlated with female acceleration (versus slowing) when

pIP10 neurons are optogenetically activated inmales (Figure 5G).

In addition, pIP10-activated males copulated less (Figure 5H).

Overall, this suggests that females discriminate between the

two pulse types and that the context in which each pulse type

is produced is likely to be an important determinant of a song’s

attractiveness. Further elucidation of the differential roles of Pslow

and Pfast on female behavior will most likely require higher reso-

lution readouts of female postural movement changes [2, 33, 34].

The reclassification of male courtship song therefore also has

implications for the study of auditory perception in the female

nervous system.

DISCUSSION

Here, we show that Drosophila melanogaster courtship song

comprises at least three distinct modes, and we demonstrate
tivation increases the fraction of Pslow pulses produced (p = 0.03; two-tailed

y) and ps1-control (purple) flies. ps1 inactivation reduces the amplitude of both

um test).

flies (gray). Lines correspond to averages over pulses of each type for each fly.

l flies are shown.
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Figure 5. Females Discriminate between Pulse Types and Are Sensitive to Song Context

(A–C) Rank correlation between female speed and amount of sine (A) or number of Pslow (B) or Pfast (C) pulses per 30 s time window of courtship (8,826 windows

from 315D.melanogaster pairs used). Receptive females slow in response to song [10]. Individual points correspond to individual timewindows; shaded lines are

the binned averages (mean ± SEM). Bin width was chosen adaptively such that each bin contains the same number of data points. Only the amount of sine song

and Pslow are strongly correlated with a reduction in female speed (rank correlation values indicated in each panel; sine r = �0.19, p = 23 10�74; Pslow r =�0.25,

p = 2 3 10�129; Pfast r = 0.05, p = 2 3 10�5). Individual points correspond to individual time windows; shaded lines are the binned averages (mean ± SEM).

(D) Rank correlation between female speed and the amount of sine song (blue) or the number of Pslow (red) or Pfast (orange) pulses as a function of distance (mean ±

SEM; same data as in A–C). Sine and Pslow are negatively correlated with female speed for almost all distances. Pfast only slows females for distances between 6

and 9 mm. Note the positive correlation when the male is very close to female for all song modes.

(E and F) Copulation success ofmales inwhich songmode choice is disrupted by inactivating the premotor neuron pIP10 (E) or themotor neuron ps1 (F) using TNT

(black). Control flies (gray; same as in Figures 4E and 4G) are more likely to copulate within 30 min (p = 13 10�17 for pIP10 and 0.02 for ps1; two-sided binomial

test). Number of flies is as in Figures 4E and 4G.

(G) Relative rank correlation between female speed and the number of Pslow (red) or Pfast (orange) pulses per 30-s timewindow of courtship (rank correlations from

controls with males not fed all-trans retinal [286 time windows from 8 flies] are subtracted from rank correlations from experiments with males fed all-trans retinal

[656 time windows from 17 flies]—in both conditions, there is red light stimulation). Song mode choice was disrupted by optogenetic activation of pIP10 in

experimental males (see Figure S5B) that courted wild-type females. All males expressed the red-shifted channelrhodopsin csChrimson [30] in pIP10—all-trans

retinal is a cofactor required for functional channelrhodopsin in flies. Control flies were raised on regular food.

(H) Copulation success for experimental (black, 17 flies) and control (gray, 8 flies) males from (G). Disrupting natural song mode choice via optogenetic activation

of pIP10 reduces mating success (p = 1.6 3 10�3; two-sided binomial test).

See also Figure S5.
how this distinction affects our interpretation of the mechanisms

underlying evolution (Figure 2), song patterning (Figures 3 and 4),

and song perception (Figure 5). Song patterning relies on the

integration of multiple sensory cues, and discriminating between

Pslow and Pfast now reveals a novel layer of song control. Previous

studies had shown that, similar to humans, Drosophilamales in-

crease the amplitude of their acoustic communication signals

relative to a visual estimate of distance to the receiver [11]. These

studies implied a single control system that upregulates pulse

amplitude with perceived distance. Analyzing the effect of dis-

tance on both pulse types separately, we now find that visual

information mediates this amplitude modulation using two sepa-
rate control mechanisms: first, a digital control system affects

the binary pulse choice and biases pulse production toward

the louder Pfast when far from the female (Figure 3D), and second,

an analog control system upregulates a continuous variable—

the amplitude of Pfast, but not of Pslow—with distance (Figure 3G).

These twomodes of control aremost likely implemented through

distinct circuits.

Female proximity cues activate the song premotor neuron

P1 [25, 26], and using optogenetics, we have shown that acti-

vation of P1 biases solitary males toward singing more sine

song (Figures 4B1, 4B2, 4C1, and 4C2)—which is naturally pro-

duced when the male is closest to the female [10]. However, P1
Current Biology 28, 2400–2412, August 6, 2018 2409



activation had no strong effect on the choice between Pslow

and Pfast, suggesting that pulse choice is implemented else-

where in the circuit (Figures 4B1 and 4B2). By contrast,

pIP10 is thought to be downstream of P1 [16], but its activation

strongly biases males toward producing Pfast instead (Figures

4B3 and 4C3). Thus, rather than being a relay of P1 activation,

pIP10 also actively shapes the dynamics of song mode choice

(Figures 4B and S4A). Parallel descending pathways (e.g.,

pMP2 [25, 35]) most likely bias motor circuits toward the pro-

duction of sine song or Pslow, but these pathways have not

yet been functionally characterized due to a lack of sparse

and specific genetic drivers to target these descending neu-

rons. The activation of P1 or pIP10 in solitary males produces

all three song modes but with different probabilities and la-

tencies. This suggests that a static analysis of song production

is insufficient for understanding how song is generated in

Drosophila. Rather, the activity dynamics of different elements

of the song pathway shape what is sung and when. These ac-

tivity dynamics will be a product of connections between song

pathway neurons, the history of activation of each neuron, and

the sensory pathways that bias the output toward each of the

three song modes.

ps1 is a motor neuron previously implicated in setting the fre-

quency and amplitude of pulses [14]. By segmenting the

behavior to identify multiple pulse types, we find instead that

this motor neuron does not strongly affect pulse shape (Figure 4I)

but rather the choice of which pulse type to produce relative to

the distance to the female (Figure 4F). This suggests that this

neuron represents one of the ends of the pathway that connects

visual information with pulse choice. The dynamical preference

of the premotor neurons P1 and pIP10 for driving the production

of particular pulse types (Figures 4B and 4C) could be mediated

by differential recruitment of the ps1 muscle, which in turn could

push the song production system into the Pfast mode by

increasing thoracic rigidity [14]. Further studies into the activity

of premotor neurons, motor neurons, and muscles [14, 16, 35,

36] during singing will shed additional light on the circuits that

drive the three song modes.

We also found that females slow differentially to Pslow and

Pfast (Figures 5A–5D) and that this slowing depends on the

context: females reduce their locomotor speed to Pfast only

when it is sung at farther distances (Figure 5D)—females may

accelerate in response to Pfast when it is sung at close distances

because they prefer quieter songs. Further, manipulations that

disrupted the natural song mode choice strongly reduced

male mating success (Figures 5E–5H), suggesting that context

is an important determinant of the female mating decision.

These results highlight that distinguishing between pulse types

matters for studying the perception of song as well. Future ex-

periments that allow precise control over the sensory cues

available to the female—e.g., through sound playback [37]—

will be necessary to elucidate the neural basis of the differential

slowing response.

Whereas previous studies demonstrated the existence of mul-

tiple pulse types in Drosophila species [15, 38–40], our statistical

analysis of pulse shapes in four species of the melanogaster

group now shows that pulse shapes are conserved in these spe-

cies (Figures 2H–2J and S2): D. melanogaster, D. simulans, and

D. mauritiana all produce Pfast and Pslow, and D. sechellia only
2410 Current Biology 28, 2400–2412, August 6, 2018
produces Pslow. The most parsiminous explanation for this

pattern is that the existence of these two pulse types predates

the species split and that D. sechellia has lost the ancestral Pfast

type. Interestingly, D. yakuba—a member of the melanogaster

group outside of the branch considered here (Figure 2G)—pro-

duces two pulse types termed ‘‘thud’’ and ‘‘clack’’ that are pro-

duced at different distances to the female [40, 41], just as with

Pslow and Pfast in D. melanogaster. Notably, pIP10 activation in

D. yakuba [41] and in D. melanogaster (Figure 4B3) biases the

song toward the louder and higher frequency pulse type. This

common neural control suggests that D. melanogaster Pfast

and D. yakuba clack are functionally homologous, but further

studies are required. It is also not yet clear whether distance to

the female is the main driver of pulse choice in D. simulans and

D. mauritiana.

In summary, by now segmenting Drosophila melanogaster

song into three (not two, as previously thought) modes, we

have revealed two major pitfalls when lumping distinct behav-

ioral modes. First, the changes in the prevalence or the com-

plete loss of one mode upon experimental manipulation will

appear as changes in the shape of the lumped mode. For

instance, the motor neuron ps1 was reported to change the fre-

quency of pulses [14]. By discriminating two pulse types, we

show that pulse frequency is relatively stable (Figure S4E) and

that what changes is the prevalence of each pulse type with dis-

tance to the female (Figure 4G). The same danger looms for

studies on the genetics and evolution of behavior—for instance,

the loss of one pulse type can appear as a large change in over-

all pulse shape, even when the homologous pulse types change

only little (Figure S2H). Second, lumping distinct behavioral

modes may lead one to completely miss levels of neural control.

For instance, previous studies showed that males produce

louder pulses with increasing distance to the female [11].

Assuming the existence of a single pulse type, this implied a sin-

gle, analog control mode. The discovery of two pulse modes

now implies two control circuits for producing louder pulses:

one for biasing toward the louder Pfast pulse type (Figure 3D)

and one for upregulating the amplitude Pfast, but not of Pslow

(Figure 3G). The existence of two pulse types also implies two

functional modes of the song-pattern-generating network,

potentially occupying non-overlapping sets of neurons. Premo-

tor and motor neurons bias not only between sine and pulse but

also between the two pulse types (Figure 4), suggesting that

they are able to engage these different network modes as neural

substrates for the distance-dependent pulse choice. The multi-

ple hypothesized—and previously seemingly redundant—song-

triggering descending neurons pIP10 [16] and pMP2 [24, 42]

most likely play specific roles in biasing the downstream

circuits toward producing one of the three song modes based

on sensory cues. Likewise, although females respond to both

pulse types, they do so in a context-dependent manner, and

the effectiveness of courtship song depends on the male

singing the right song mode in the right context (Figure 5). The

female auditory system must therefore be able to discriminate

between pulse types and to integrate acoustic information

with context information to inform her behavior. All of the above

examples hint at the existence of novel but still unknown cir-

cuits. This highlights the benefits of a detailed characterization

of behavior for interpreting data from neural activation and



silencing experiments, recordings of neural activity, and com-

parisons of behavior across species.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

all-trans retinal Sigma-Aldrich R2500

Sigmacote Sigma-Aldrich SL2

Deposited Data

Manually annotated D. melanogaster pulses [43] http://www.pnas.org/content/114/8/1970/tab-

figures-data#fig-data-additional-files

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

All fly strains including their complete genotypes,

sources, and the figures they appear in are listed in a

table in Experimental Model and Subject Details.

N/A N/A

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB R2017a MathWorks https://mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

tSNE code [17, 44] https://github.com/lvdmaaten/bhtsne

Fly song segmenter with pulse classifier [9], this paper https://github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter

Stand-alone pulse classifier This paper https://github.com/murthylab/pulseTypeClassifier

Pulse classification pipeline This paper https://murthylab.github.io/pulseTypePipeline/
CONTACT FOR REAGENTS AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Mala

Murthy (mmurthy@princeton.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
If not stated otherwise, virgin male and female flies were isolated within 6 hr of eclosion and aged for 3-7 days prior to experiments.

Flies were raised at low density on a 12:12 dark:light cycle, at 25�C and 60% humidity.
Figure Genotypes

1, 2A, 2B S1A, S1C, S2E, S3A–S3D,

and 5A–5C

D. melanogaster NM91males (provided by Peter Andolfatto) courting pheromone insensitive and blind

(PIBL) females (GMR-hid/GMR-hid; orco-/orco- [45, 46]). *, **

2E, 2F, and S3A–S3D D. melanogaster NM91 males (provided by Peter Andolfatto) courting NM91 wild type females.

S1B, S1D, 2C, 2H–2J, S2, 3A–3D, 3F,

3G, S3E–S3G, and 5A–5C

8 D. melanogaster strains CM07, CarM03, N30, NM91, TZ58, ZH23, ZW109 (provided by Peter

Andolfatto or the Drosophila species stock center), and Canton S (lab stock).

Males courting PIBL females *,**.

2D P1-TrpA1: UAS>stop>TrpA1/+; fruFLP/NP2631 (fruFLP [42] provided by Barry Dickson;

UAS>stop>TrpA1 was generated in [16]; NP2631 [16, 42] was obtained from the Kyoto stock center)

3E Canton S (WT1), GMR-hid/GMR-hid;+ (blind [46]), +; orco-/orco- (Pheromone Insensitive or PI [45]) in a

Canton S background, NM91 (WT2), arista cut 20 hr prior to experiment (deaf) in an NM91

background, *,**. Males court PIBL females.

2H–2J, S1B, S2A–S2D, and S2H D. simulans (sim194, sim195, simNS05), D. mauritiana strains (mau317, mauR12, mauR61),

and D. sechellia (sec137, sec138, secAQTNF25) (provided by P. Andolfatto). Males court females

of the same strain.

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

Figure Genotypes

4B–4D and S4A–S4D P1 (R71G01): w/+; GMR71G01-LexA/+; LexAop-CsChrimson/+ (GMR71G01-LexA [22] and LexAop-

CsChrimson [30] were obtained from the Bloomington stock center, GMR71G01-LexA [22] was

contributed to the Bloomington stock center by Gerry Rubin, and LexAop-csChrimson [30] by Vivek

Jayaraman). P1a: UAS-CsChrimson/+; GMR15A01-AD (attp40)/BRP>stop>-V5-2A-LexA-VP16,

LexAop-myr-tdtomato; GMR71G01-DBD (attp2)/LexAop-GCaMP6s (GMR15A01-AD (attp40);

GMR71G01-DBD (attp2) [23] provided by David Anderson; UAS-CsChrimson [30] and LexAop-

GCaMP6s [47] were obtained from the Bloomington stock center (UAS-CsChrimson [30] was

contributed to the stock center by Vivek Jayaraman and LexAop-GCaMP6s [47] by Douglas Kim)).

pIP10: w/+; UAS>stop>CsChrimson/+; VT40556, FruFLP/+ (VT40556 [16] and FruFLP [42] were

provided by Barry Dickson; UAS>stop>CsChrimson [30] was provided by Vivek Jayaraman). vPR6:

w/+; UAS>stop>CsChrimson/+; VT57239, FruFLP/+ (VT57239 [16, 42] was provided by Barry Dickson).

4E and 5E pIP10-control: +/+; fruFLP/VT40556. control-Kir: R53G02AD attP40/UAS-Kir2.1. control-TNT:

R53G02AD attP40/UAS-TNT. pIP10-Kir: UAS>stop>Kir2.1/+; fruFLP/VT40556**. pIP10-TNT:

UAS>stop>TNT/+; fruFLP/VT40556**. Males court PIBL females. (R53G02AD attP40was obtained from

the Bloomington stock center and contributed by Gerry Rubin; UAS>stop>Kir2.1 was provided by Troy

Shirangi; Kir2.1 and TNT where described in [31] and [32], respectively).

4F–4I, S4E, S4F, and 5F ps1-TNT: R48F07-LexA, p65/LexAop2-FlpL; R73C03-GAL4/UAS>stop>TNT [14]. ps1-control:

R48F07-LexA, p65/LexAop2-FlpL; R73C03-GAL4/UAS>stop>TNTinactive (R48F07-LexA, p65/

LexAop2-FlpL; R73C03-GAL4 [14] was provided by Troy Shirangi; UAS>stop>TNT and

UAS>stop>TNTinactive [16] were obtained from the Bloomington stock center and contributed by

Barry Dickson). Males court NM91 wild type females.

5G, 5H, S5A, and S5B pIP10: w/+; UAS>stop>CsChrimson/+; VT40556, FruFLP/+. Males court NM91 wild type females.
All ‘+’ chromosomes come from NM91. * indicates data previously published in [10]. ** indicates data previously published in [11].

METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral chamber
Behavioral chambers were constructed as previously described [10, 11]. For optogenetic activation experiments we used a modi-

fied chamber whose floor was lined with white plastic mesh and equipped with 16 recording microphones. To prevent the LED light

from interfering with the video recording and tracking, we used a short-pass filter (Thorlabs FESH0550, cut-off wavelength: 550 nm).

When recording with a female, males were painted on the thorax with a white dot 20 hr prior to experiment under cold anesthesia for

identification of sex during tracking. Flies were introduced gently into the chamber using an aspirator. Recordings were timed to be

within 150 min of the behavioral incubator lights switching on to catch the morning activity peak. Recordings were stopped after

30 min or earlier if copulation occurred. If males did not sing in the first 5 min of the recording, the experiment was discarded. For

the analysis of wing angles during the production of all three song modes, we recorded video at 100 frames per second (instead

of 60 frames per second as in all other recordings) and used a chamber that was lined with fine nylon mesh (Ted Pella Nylon 300

Mesh) instead of the coarse mesh used for the other recordings. This created a cleaner background for video recordings and facil-

itated resolving the wings.

Optogenetic activation
Flies were kept for at least 3 days prior to the experiment on fly food supplanted with retinal (1 mL all-trans retinal solution (100mM in

95% ethanol) per 100 mL food).

CsChrimson [30] was activated using a 627 nm LED (Luxeon Star) at an intensity of 0.46 mW/mm2 (driving voltage 3.2V). Stimulus

period 3 s, 9 duty cycles (DCs) ranging between 0.1 and 0.9, filling between 300 and 2700ms of the period with constant LED illumi-

nation. Each DC was presented in randomized blocks of 90 s (30 trials each). For the experiments of males paired with females (Fig-

ures 5G and 5H), we only used DCs 0.3 and 0.9. When optogenetic activation experiments were performed using solitary males (Fig-

ure 4), recordings were not timed to peaks in circadian activity. When paired with wild-type females (Figure 5), recordings were timed

to be within 150 min of the behavioral incubator lights switching on to catch the morning activity peak. For these experiments, we

used control flies that had the same genotype but were kept on regular food without added retinal. Sound recording and video

were synchronized by positioning a green LED that blinked with a predetermined temporal pattern in the field-of-view of the camera

and whose driving voltage was recorded alongside the song.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Song segmentation and tracking
Both tracking of flies and segmentation of song recordings were performed as previously described [10, 11, 48]. Pulses were de-

tected with high detection rates (true positive rates 78%, 74%, 85% for D. melanogaster, simulans andmauritiana) and few false de-

tections (false positive rate�2% forD.melanogaster andD. simulans, 7% forD.mauritiana because some pairs produced substantial

movement noise during courtship) (Figure S1B). Detections of the same pulse on different microphones of the chamber were consol-

idated and the pulse waveform was taken from the loudest channel. The song segmenter (with the parameters used in [10], not those

of [9] - see [49] for a comparison of segmenter performance with these different parameters) for D. melanogaster detected both Pfast

and Pslow at high rates without requiring any modifications (77% and 80%, respectively). We now extended the song segmenter to

classify pulses into Pfast and Pslow (available at https://github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter, see below). For segmenting the pulses

produced by D. simulans, D. mauritiana we modified the segmenter by building strain specific pulse models from sets of manually

annotated data (�500 pulses per strain).

The song segmenter performed poorly for recordings from D. sechellia with a low true positive rate of only 53% and a high false

positive rate 22%. Classification of these automatically segmented pulses yielded two clusters: One that contained virtually all the

true positive pulses and resembled Pslow, and one that was dominated by the false positives. The ‘‘pulses’’ from this second cluster

did not occur in regular trains of fixed IPI. By contrast, the waveforms in the Pslow cluster almost always occurred in regular trains with

clearly peaked IPI distributions. For all other species, pulses of both types occurred in regular trains with near identical IPI distribu-

tions (Figure S2C) and with similar and small false positive rates. We therefore used hand-segmented waveforms for classification of

D. sechellia pulses. Both pulse types were detectable in hand-segmented data for all other strains used (e.g., Figure S2E).

Analysis of wing angles during song production

To compute wing angles during bouts of song, we estimated the positions of wing tips and the center line of the thorax and abdomen

in each song frame. Each video framewas cropped and oriented such that the flywas always facing right, irrespective of its position in

the behavioral chamber.Wemanually annotated single frames and then trained a convolutional neural network to automate the anno-

tation of wings and the center line of the thorax and abdomen [34]. Wing angles were normalized to fall in the range [-180�, 180�]
with 0� denoting the wing retracted state and >0� denoting wing positions away from the center line. To plot the fly body position

density (Figure 2E) for each song mode, we flipped the foreground mask of each fly in each video frame such that the maximally

extended wing was always on the left side of the body. For these experiments, song was segmented using custom software opti-

mized for low signal to noise scenarios.

Waveform selection for segmented pulses
ForD. melanogaster andD. sechellia pulse waveforms were extracted from the recordings by taking 25.1ms (251 samples at 10 kHz)

around the pulse center detected by the song segmenter from the channel on which the pulse was recorded with the highest energy.

For the much shorter pulses produced by D. simulans and D. mauritiana, 25.1 ms around the pulse peak contained mostly noise. We

therefore upsampled the waveforms to 20 kHz and extracted the same 251 samples - now corresponding to 12.55 ms - around the

pulse center.

Waveform selection for unsupervised analysis of song waveforms
For the unsupervised analysis of song structure (Figure 1), we selected waveforms from the raw recordings without using the song

segmenter. As a first step, all 9 recording channels were merged by choosing the signal from the channel with the highest absolute

value in 5 ms windows. To avoid our analysis being drowned out by background noise (up to 90% of a song recording can contain no

song), we chose only signals that exceeded the energy of the recording noise. Sound energy was calculated by estimating the signal

envelope using the Hilbert transform, transforming it to a logarithmic scale and then smoothing it using a sliding window lasting

100ms. The logarithmic transformation produced an energy distribution that resembled amixture of twoGaussians, one correspond-

ing to baseline noise and one corresponding to song signals. We fitted a Gaussian Mixture Model with two components to the dis-

tribution energy values and identified as ‘‘signal‘‘ the component with the highermean energy. From all time points classified as signal

we then extracted 25 ms long, non-overlapping waveforms. Note that the resulting data set contained many snippets that contained

only noise if they were at the very beginning of or between song bouts.

Waveform normalization
To remove variability in the waveforms arising from the position and distance of the singing male from the microphone, we

1. Divide the raw waveforms, x(t), by their norm: x(t)/O
P

x(t)2.

2. Center to their peak energy obtained by smoothing the square pulse waveform with a rectangular window spanning 15 sam-

ples (1.50 ms for D. melanogaster and D. sechellia, 0.75 ms for D. simulans and D. mauritiana).

3. Flip sign such that the average of the 10 samples (1.00 ms for D. melanogaster and D. sechellia, 0.5 ms for D. simulans and

D. mauritiana) preceding the pulse center is positive.
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Timescales were shortened for D. simulans and D. mauritiana to enable robust alignment of the much shorter pulses produced by

these species (see e.g., Figure 2H). The last step – adjusting waveform sign – does not artifactually create clustering into two pulse

types but rather reduces the degeneracy of the waveform space since the same pulse can occur with different signs on different

microphones, indicating that the position of the male wing relative the microphone (in front of or behind) determines waveform

sign. Clustering waveforms with randomized sign yields clustering in which each pulse type appears in two clusters – one in its orig-

inal shape and one with the sign inverted (Figure S2G).

Dimensionality reduction
The dimensionality of the normalized waveforms was reduced from 251 data points per waveform to two dimensions using two

different methods:

1. T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) preserves local neighborhood structure while ignoring global similarity

between data points. It is therefore ideally suited for cluster analysis, which relies on local similarity. To embed large datasets

(more than 100000 pulses) we chose the computationally and memory-efficient Barnes-Hut implementation [44] (parameters:

initial PCA dimensions = 30, perplexity = 50, accuracy = 0.1). The shape of the embedded distribution was highly reproducible

across runs and did not depend critically on the choice of parameter values. Since large perplexity values increased the sep-

aration between clusters - while preserving the overall shape of the embedded distribution - we chose a perplexity value of 50.

2. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a linear method for dimensionality reduction and works by finding a small set of

orthogonal basis functions in which the global data variance is maximized. Clustering using a PCA-based representation of

the waveforms yields qualitatively similar results (Figure 2C), indicating that our findings do not critically depend on the

nonlinear tSNE embedding. However, the cluster separation corresponding to Pslow and Pfast was not as strong and hence

clustering was not as reproducible as with tSNE. Consequently, we chose to use tSNE embedding for all analyses.
Waveform clustering
To identify groups of similar pulses, we clustered the waveforms in two steps:

1. The 2D distribution of data was partitioned using the watershed algorithm, which cuts a distribution along local minima. To that

end we estimated the distribution of the tSNE-embedded pulses using kernel density estimation (MATLAB function mvksden-

sity), with the bandwidth chosen automatically by the algorithm (Figure 1C). This resulted in seven clusters (thin lines in Fig-

ure 1C and cluster waveforms in Figure 1D), some of which exhibited highly similar mean waveforms (Figure 1E) indicating

that this first step overpartitioned the waveform space.

2. We therefore consolidated these watershed clusters using hierarchical clustering of the cluster centroids (MATLAB function

clusterdata). For the unsupervised analysis of song waveforms (Figure 1D), the cluster tree revealed four principal waveform

shapes corresponding to noise, sine song and the two pulse types. Cluster consolidation (a) joins three sine clusters, which is

supported by them containing all similar waveforms (Figure 1E, right), or (b) joins two Pslow clusters but leaves the Pfast sepa-

rate, which is again supported by the waveforms in the Pslow clusters being highly similar and those in the Pfast cluster being

highly dissimilar to those of Pslow.

When clustering only the pulses detected by the song segmenter (Figure 2A), we chose a clustering cutoff that produced two

modes.

Note that there exists amyriad of approaches for clustering data.Watershed plus consolidation using hierarchical clustering on the

centroids produced the most robust clustering. Direct agglomerative clustering of the tSNE embedded data – without first using the

watershed cluster step – also results in four clusters (not shown), but these clusters are not as ‘‘clean’’ – for instance, the Pfast mode

extends into the noise cluster. Direct clustering on all waveforms yields unreliable results, likely because of the large variability of

waveforms in this dataset (it includes noise). However, Gaussian Mixture Modeling of the full waveforms without dimensionality

reduction also reliably clusters pulses into Pfast and Pslow (for details see below and Figure S2F).

The full analysis pipeline yielded near-identical results across different runs - individual pulses were almost always assigned to the

same cluster with very high probability (adjusted Rand index �0.97). Code illustrating all steps of the pipeline is available at https://

murthylab.github.io/pulseTypePipeline/.

Template-based pulse type classifier
Normalized pulses from the D. melanogaster wild-type strain NM91 were projected onto the centroids of the Pslow and Pfast clusters

and a quadratic boundary separating both pulse types was obtained using quadratic discriminant analysis cross-validated using an

80:20 partition into training and test data (Figure S1C). The classifier performs well on the test data and generalizes well to different

D. melanogaster strains (Figure S1D). It is therefore a fast and robust method for classifying pulses that does not require the compu-

tationally extensive pipeline outlined above. Code for building and evaluating the classifier is available at: https://github.com/

murthylab/pulseTypeClassifier. The classifier has also been integrated into the song segmenter software (available at https://

github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter).
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Gaussian Mixture Modeling
As an alternative to the above methods, we clustered pulses using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). GMMs fit the data as a sum

of Gaussian distributions with one Gaussian per cluster in the data. For fitting, we used MATLAB’s ‘‘fitgmdist’’ function, with reg-

ularization set to 0.01 to ensure convergence of the algorithm. To speed up fitting, we used random subsets of 3551 out of the

71029 pulses (1/20th) from the wild-type strain NM91. To determine the optimal number of clusters, we fit GMMs to 20 different

random subsets each with 1-6 clusters. The model likelihood is prone to overfitting, since adding more parameters to a model will

almost always improve the model fit for instance if the true data distribution is not perfectly Gaussian. We therefore used Akaike’s

Information Criterion (AIC) [50] as a measure of error adjusted for the number of parameters (Figure S2F, right panel). When fitted

using the full waveforms (all 251 points per pulse), a fit with 2 clusters reproduced the partition into Pfast and Pslow obtained with

our standard procedure with >97% accuracy for all subsets (centroids shown in Figure S2F, left panel). Model likelihood and AIC

were low for the GMMs fit to the full waveforms since it included many data points at the beginning and end of the pulse wave-

forms that only contributed noise to the data. We therefore used only time points with sufficient signal by selecting those whose

variance across the full dataset exceeded 2�8 roughly corresponding to the 40 central time points of each pulse. Note that the

results obtained were robust to the specific threshold chosen for inclusion of time points. Using this method, the AIC exhibited a

minimum at 2 components for all 20 random subsets of the data indicating that the data is most parsimoniously represented using

two pulse types.

Female song responses
For each pair of flies, we split the annotated song and the tracking data into 30 s time windows with 15 s overlap and computed the

number of Pfast and Pslow pulses, the fraction of the time window occupied by sine song, the average female speed and the average

male-female distance. Time windows that were occupied by song for <5% or >95% of the time were excluded from the analysis.

Song features and speed values were z-scored for each pair to correct for individual differences in overall speed or singing. We

then computed the rank correlation between each song feature and female speed either across all distances or binned by distance

(2-10 mm, bin width 1 mm).

Effect of disrupted pulse choice on mating success
To test the effect of disrupting song mode choice on the male’s mating success, we paired genetically manipulated males with wild-

type females of the strain NM91 and scored the times to copulation up to 30min. UAS-Kir controls did not copulate andwe hence did

not use this effector to assessmale copulation success. For statistics, we performed a two-sided binomial test on the fraction of pairs

that had copulated at the end of the scoring window.

Characterization of pulse shapes
Song pulses are transient signals and their raw magnitude spectra are relatively broad (Figures 2B and S4E). Accordingly, the peak

frequency of the spectrum is an unreliable measure of pulse carrier frequency. We hence used the center of mass of the magnitude

spectra thresholded at e-1 = 0.37 as a measure of frequency. The values obtained tended to closely resemble 1) the spectral peak

frequencies in cases of sufficiently peaked spectra (e.g., for most instances of Pslow) and 2) the carrier frequency values extracted

from fits of Gabor functions to the pulse waveforms (not shown), demonstrating that the center of mass faithfully extracts the pulse

carrier frequency.

A pulse symmetry index was calculated as the dot product of the first half of the pulse and the flipped second half of the pulse.

Positive indices correspond to even symmetry and negative indices to odd symmetry. Pulse amplitudes were normalized for the

gain of individual microphones as described in [11].

Identification of sensory cues driving pulse choice
The Generalized Linear Model analysis for identifying the song features driving the choice between Pslow and Pfast was performed

as in [11].

Amplitude modulation plots
We evaluated the relation between pulse amplitude and distance to the pulse at a delay of 470ms since the distance at this delay is

most predictive of pulse amplitude [11].

Pulse amplitude was taken as the range (peak to trough) of the recorded waveform, corrected for position in the chamber since

actual and recorded pulse amplitude can differ due to differences in the gain between the microphones or due to the male being

on or off the microphone. For correction, a position-dependent gain map of the recording chamber was estimated from all recorded

pulses based on the assumption that the average amplitude of the pulse produced by the male should be the same throughout the

chamber (see [11] for details). Distance was binned between 1.75 and 10.25 mm in 0.5mm steps and the mean pulse amplitude (and

its standard error) were calculated for each bin. The first three pulses of each train were excluded from the analysis since flies do not

modulate pulse amplitude at pulse train start [11]. Distance bins with <50 pulses across all flies were excluded before calculating r2

values.
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Analysis of optogenetic activation data
The song probability traces (Figures 4B and S4A) were constructed by calculating the fraction of trials (for each time bin, pooled

across all flies) during which amale produced sine, Pslow or Pfast. Traces do not add up to 1.0 since there are trials during whichmales

did not sing any song. Song probability traces and male speed were down sampled to 400Hz and smoothed with a sliding Gaussian

kernel lasting 150ms with standard deviation s = 64ms.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The song segmenter with pulse classifier is available at https://github.com/murthylab/songSegmenter. The stand-alone pulse clas-

sifier is available at https://github.com/murthylab/pulseTypeClassifier. The script illustrating the analysis pipeline is available at

https://murthylab.github.io/pulseTypePipeline/. Raw data are available upon reasonable request from the Lead Contact, Mala Mur-

thy (mmurthy@princeton.edu). Pictograms of flies were modified from Benjamin de Bivort’s lab web page (http://debivort.org/docs/

flyclipart.pdf)
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